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ABSTRACT: Zero hunger is one of the sustainable development goals set by the United Nations in 2015 to achieve global food
security by 2030. The current harvest of crops is insufficient; feeding the world’s population and meeting the goal of zero hunger by
2030 will require larger and more consistent crop production. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats-associated
protein (CRISPR-Cas) technology is widely used for the plant genome editing. In this review, we consider this technology as a
potential tool for achieving zero hunger. We provide a comprehensive overview of CRISPR-Cas technology and its most important
applications for food crops’ improvement. We also conferred current and potential technological breakthroughs that will help in
breeding future crops to end global hunger. The regulatory aspects of deploying this technology in commercial sectors, bioethics,
and the production of transgene-free plants are also discussed. We hope that the CRISPR-Cas system will accelerate the breeding of
improved crop cultivars compared with conventional breeding and pave the way toward the zero hunger goal.

KEYWORDS: food security, CRISPR-Cas system, malnutrition, SDG2, genome editing, new breeding technologies, crop improvement,
climate resilient crops

1. INTRODUCTION: PLANT BREEDING
TECHNOLOGIES AND CHALLENGES TO FOOD
SECURITY

The world’s ever-increasing population and changing climate
are putting heavy pressure on global food security. According
to a United Nations (UN) report, the world population and
food demand will rise to 8.5 billion and 11.6 billion tons,
respectively, by 2030 (Figure S1). If recent trends continue,
the number of people affected by hunger could surpass 840
million by 2030.1 To prevent this, the UN established zero
hunger as Sustainable Development Goal 2 (SDG2). To
achieve the zero hunger goal, the world needs to produce 15−
20% more food than yields predicted from recent trends
(Figure 1c, Figure S1). Besides, the demand for cereals, roots,
tubers, pulses, sugar, vegetables, and oilseed crops is increasing
compared to other food crops (Figure S2). Moreover, food
quality also needs to be improved to achieve SDG2 and
improve the quality of life worldwide.2 However, according to
the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization,3 the world is
already lagging in attaining the SDGs by 2030, particularly
SDG2, and the COVID-19 pandemic is making this even
harder.4

Human efforts have resulted in increased crop yields in the
past. For example, the Green Revolution produced significant
crop production improvements from the 1940s to the late
1960s. This increase was achieved by the development of
short-stature, high-yielding, and disease-resistant crop varieties,
aided by advances in farm mechanization and chemical
fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, and fungicides.5 Major
grain crops, including wheat (Triticum aestivum), rice (Oryza

sativa), and maize (Zea mays), showed a sharp yield increase
during the Green Revolution.6 The resultant rise in global food
production improved the socio-economic status of many
regions of the world and boosted agricultural development by
reducing hunger and malnutrition.
In the late twentieth century, advances in biotechnology,

hybridization, mutation, and transgenic technologies paved the
way toward developing genetically improved crop varieties
(Figure 1d−i). These technologies, combined with improved
agronomic practices, significantly enhanced crop productivities
in the last 5−6 decades (Figure 1a,b, Figure S1). By the mid-
1990s, genome modification via mutation and transgenic
breeding approaches and transformation technologies im-
proved plant traits and generated high-yielding crop varieties
(Figure 1j). Transgenic breeding for resistance to insects and
herbicides has been widely adopted. For example, maize,
cotton (Gossypium hirsutum), rice, soybean (Glycine max),
canola (Brassica napus), and recently eggplant (Solanum
melongena) have been genetically modified to control insects
and improve their market value. Likewise, papaya (Carica
papaya) has been engineered for virus resistance, maize has
been engineered for drought tolerance, golden rice and golden
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Figure 1. World population and food production in connection with variety development through traditional breeding techniques. (a) 2002
statistics: Genome editing tools including zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), together with
other old breeding techniques (OBTs), could not fill the gap between food supply and demand by 2002. The stats presented in the figure are taken
from FAO. (b) Current statistics as of 2019: According to the FAO, although the difference between the food supply and demand was reduced to
1.8 billion but there was still food insecurity in 2019. (c) Projected statistics of 2030: These are the projected values of world population and
current trends in food production and demand. We propose CRISPR-edited crops as a solution to eliminate the differences between food
production and demand and to achieve the zero hunger goal. (d) Crop domestication: illustration of domestication and origin of cultivated crops
(e.g., rice). It is usually a slow-paced, laborious, not specific to traits, and directionless process. (e) Selection process: development of cultivated
varieties through the selection process. It is also a time-consuming and labor-intensive process and therefore less preferable nowadays. (f)
Conventional breeding: Several cultivated varieties with many desired traits have been developed through conventional plant breeding methods.
Nevertheless, due to intensive backcrossing, it may take 6−7 years to develop a variety. Therefore, this technique is also not ideal for crop
improvement to achieve zero hunger in the current scenario. (g) Mutation breeding: Crop improvement through mutation breeding is still in
practice. Several crops (i.e., tomato, rice, wheat, maize, etc.) have been improved via mutation breeding. In spite of that, this technique is less
preferred due to certain limitations and problems such as an uncontrolled number of mutations in the genome caused by mutagens (e.g., radiation
or chemicals), its slow pace, loss of function of many desirable genes, and the rigorous selection process required. (h) Genetic engineering via RNA
interference (RNAi): Since 2004, RNAi has been used to improve crops by downregulating the expression of undesirable genes. However, its
applications in crop improvement has also been restricted due to certain limitations including cost, low efficiency, off-target effects, silencing of
nontargeted desirable genes, and regulatory issues due to its transgenic nature. (i) Transgenic breeding: Several crop varieties (e.g., Bt cotton, Bt
maize, etc.) have been developed through transgenic approaches. The products developed through these approaches come under the label of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and thus cannot be commercialized in many parts of the world (i.e., Europe). (j) Modern varieties:
cultivated varieties and final products of domestication, selection, conventional breeding approaches, RNAi, and transgenic approaches.
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banana (Musa lasiocarpa) have been biofortified with
provitamin A, apple (Malus domestica) has been developed
with a nonbrowning trait, and potato (Solanum tuberosum) has
been engineered to produce less acrylamide when browned
during cooking.7

Although transgenic varieties have significantly reduced
insecticides’ application (insect-resistant varieties) and soil
tillage (herbicide-resistant varieties), they need vigilant super-
vision to limit the natural selection of insect pests and weeds
with tolerance to the engineered traits. In addition, issues
related to cost, efficiency, bioethics, regulation, and public
acceptability of genetically modified plants have limited
applying these techniques in crops.8 Therefore, these
technologies may not be sufficient to meet increasing food
demand; indeed, the UN recently stated that it would be
harder to achieve SDG2 by 2030 if the world does not change
its strategy regarding crop improvement and development
(Figure 1c, Figure S1).
Continuous innovation in crop breeding and genetics will be

critical to meeting these challenges and achieving sustainable
food production. In this regard, recent advances in genome-
editing technologies, mainly the CRISPR-Cas system, make the
targeted and precise genetic manipulation of crops more
feasible and accelerate the transition toward precision breeding

for crop improvement.9 In this review, we discuss the
advancement of new genetic strategies, particularly CRISPR-
Cas technology, and their potential to help achieve the zero
hunger goal. Our objectives are to showcase CRISPR-Cas
based genome editing technology’s capabilities to boost the
food supply and highlight future crop improvement oppor-
tunities.

2. GENETIC STRATEGIES FOR CROP IMPROVEMENT:
THE POST-GREEN REVOLUTION ERA

The introduction of genome-editing technologies has revolu-
tionized the field of plant sciences.10 Genome-editing
technologies use site-specific endonucleases such as zinc-finger
nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nu-
cleases (TALENs), and CRISPR-Cas based systems to create
a double-stranded cut in the host genome at a specific site.
Then the cell’s endogenous DNA repair machinery repairs the
sequence by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) or
homologous recombination (HR).11 Repair by NHEJ can
knockout gene function by producing small deletions and
repair by HR using a template can introduce specific changes
to the DNA sequence at the desired region. Rather than
creating double-stranded DNA breaks, novel applications of
the CRISPR-Cas system can create other modifications at the

Figure 2. Advances in genome-editing technology and their applications in crop improvement to achieve zero hunger. (a) Timeline and systems of
various tools of GETs. Meganucleases, zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), RNA interference (RNAi), transcription activator-like effector nucleases
(TALENs), clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9), base editors (i.e., cytosine
base editors and adenine base editors), CRISPR-Cas13 (an RNA editing system), EvolvR (a newly developed CRISPR-based genome editing
system which contains error-prone PolI3M that is fused to a nicking Cas9 [nCas9]), prime editors (a recently developed CRISPR-based gene
editing system that involves a longer-than-usual gRNA, known as a prime editor guide RNA, and nCas9 protein fused to a modified reverse
transcriptase enzyme) were discovered in 1994,16 1996,17 2005,18 2011,19 2013,20 2016,21 2017,22,23 2018,24 and 2020,25 respectively. (b) General
layout of crop (e.g., rice) engineering via genome-editing tools (e.g., the CRISPR-Cas system) for their improvement. For example, if an elite
variety of rice has certain undesirable characteristics, like disease susceptibility due to the presence of susceptible genes (Su-genes) and sensitivity to
abiotic stresses due to the expression of sensitivity-causing genes (Se-genes), then it can be curated to improve its tolerance against biotic and
abiotic stresses by knocking out these Su/Se genes. Similarly, if the production of any variety is good but it has low grain quality due to the
expression of undesirable quality genes (Q-genes) then its grain quality can also be improved by knocking out these undesirable Q-genes. CRISPR-
Cas edited crops could be more climate resilient and high yielding with high-quality grains.
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target site, such as changing the DNA sequence by base editing
or altering the chromatin structure to cause epigenetic
changes.12

ZFNs were discovered in 1985 and have been applied in
plant and animal sciences. TALENs were introduced for
targeted genetic modifications in plants 15 years after the
discovery of ZFNs. These systems are powerful tools for
genome editing,13 but due to their design and application
limitations, the use of these systems for crop improvement did
not take off. For example, one of the major issues of these
systems was cytotoxicity due to high rates of off-target effects.
Furthermore, the systems were difficult to design for specific
targets.14

The CRISPR-Cas system was introduced in 2012 and
overcomes the limitations of the ZFNs and TALENs systems
in gene editing. The CRISPR-Cas mediated gene editing
mechanism is similar to that of ZFNs and TALENs, but the
CRISPR-Cas endonuclease is guided to the target site by an
RNA; therefore, this system is programmable and site-specific.
Based on these strengths, the CRISPR-Cas system is more
popular, robust, efficient, easy to design, and cost-effective than
the ZFN- and TALEN-based genome editing systems.10

Recent advances in CRISPR-Cas systems, such as base editing
and prime editing, have further improved its application
(Figure 2a). These tools have enhanced CRISPR-Cas
technology’s precision power with fewer or no off-target
effects.15

Figure 3. Different strategies for crop improvement (e.g., rice) via the CRISPR-Cas system. (a) Biotic stress tolerance via targeting susceptibility
(Su) gene/s through CRISPR-Cas system. (b) Reduction of heavy metals accumulation; for instance, targeting Low silicon rice (OsLsi) through the
CRISPR-Cas system reduced arsenic (As) accumulation in rice. (c) Abiotic stress tolerance improvement in plants (e.g., rice) via targeting
sensitivity (Se)-causing genes. (d) Photosynthesis improvement; several negative regulators of photosynthesis, present in mitochondria and
chloroplast organelles, can be targeted precisely and efficiently via the CRISPR-Cas system to improve the photosynthetic activity of plants. (e)
Grain quality improvement; editing grain quality repressors (Q-genes) via the CRISPR-Cas system generates high-quality grains, for example, the
physical appearance of rice grain was improved by manipulating Grain Size 3 (OsGS3). (f) Improved submergence survival; disruption of the
gibberellic acid synthesis pathway in plants (e.g., rice) via the CRISPR-Cas system can also improve survival in full or partial-submergence
conditions. (g) Improved root architecture; for example, in rice, editing arginase (OsARG) improved the number of secondary roots, which helped
the plant to uptake more nutrients from the soil and resulted in increased grain yield. (h) Improved plant architecture; modifications in plant
architecture via the CRISPR-Cas system can bring a new green revolution. For example, DELLA proteins limit plant growth and development;
thus, editing DELLA proteins generated vigorous and short-stature rice lines.
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3. CAN CRISPR TECHNOLOGY ACHIEVE THE END
HUNGER AND RESOLVE THE ISSUE OF
MALNUTRITION?

Genome editing is critical for high-yielding, high-quality,
climate-resilient, and ecofriendly agriculture (Figure 2b). In
this section, we review CRISPR-Cas systems’ application in
increasing crop yields and overcoming issues related to
malnutrition. We also shed light on different crop improve-
ment strategies using CRISPR-based gene editing tools (Figure
3). Briefly, we argue that the safe deployment of CRISPR-Cas
technology for crop improvement can help scientists develop
climate-smart crop varieties, paving the way toward the
fulfillment of SDG2, the zero hunger goal of the UN.
Improvement of Biotic Stress Tolerance via CRISPR-

Cas. Plant pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses cause
various plant diseases that reduce yield significantly; moreover,
herbivores such as insects also reduce yield by direct damage
and act as disease vectors. The changing climate is adversely
affecting the tolerance of plants to different biotic stresses. It is
estimated that direct crop losses due to biotic stresses range
between 20−40%.26 Several publications have eloquently
reviewed the CRISPR-Cas system’s potential for developing
the disease- and insect-resistant plants.9 However, here in this
section, we have critically reviewed some of the genome
modifications made in crops, particularly in food crops, via the
CRISPR-Cas system to show its potential in achieving SDG2
(Table S1).
One of the key approaches for crop protection is introducing

dominant resistance (R) genes through breeding or transgenic
technology; however, R genes are generally target specific and
nonessential avirulence genes in the pathogen. Therefore, R-
gene approaches tend to promote the evolution of resistance in
the target pathogen and may not always confer durable, broad-
spectrum resistance. An alternative strategy involves using
CRISPR-Cas to target susceptibility (Su) genes in a plant
genome. These genes encode factors that the pathogen uses to
support infection. Researchers knockout Su genes via targeted
mutagenesis, thereby decreasing disease susceptibility (Figure
3a).9

One example of enhancing disease resistance is targeting Su
genes encoding sugar transporters. Bacterial blight is caused by
Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae and causes significant losses in
rice yield under favorable conditions. During infection, the
bacterial pathogen releases transcription activator-like effectors
(TALEs) that increase the transcription of genes encoding
sugar transporters (i.e., OsSWEET11, OsSWEET13, Os-
SWEET14, etc.). SWEET genes are famous Su genes for
bacterial blight disease, as they facilitate the proliferation of
bacteria in plant tissues. Researchers applied the CRISPR-Cas
system to disrupt the linkage between TALEs and SWEET
genes and developed the rice lines with broad-spectrum
resistance to bacterial blight.27 To this end, they mutated the
TALE binding site in the promoter of OsSWEET11 (Xa13),28

OsSWEET13,29 and OsSWEET14 (Figure 1a).30 The resulting
plants showed enhanced resistance to the bacterial pathogen.
Global rice production is also affected by blast disease,

caused by the fungus Magnaporthe oryzae. Rice lines resistant
to rice blast disease have been generated by knocking out
specific rice Su genes, i.e., OsERF92231 and Pi21.32 Similarly,
resistance to powdery mildew, a disease caused by the fungus
Podosphaera xanthii, in wheat was improved by targeting the
Mildew Locus O (MLO) gene via CRISPR-Cas.33

Plant Su genes have also been modified to protect plants
from viral pathogens. Rice tungro disease, which is caused by
the interaction between Rice tungro spherical virus and Rice
tungro bacilliform virus, is a severe threat to rice production.
Resistance against rice tungro disease caused by Rice tungro
spherical virus is governed by a translation initiation factor 4
gamma gene (eIF4G). Transgene-free rice tungro disease-
resistant rice lines were developed by disrupting eIF4G using
CRISPR-Cas.34

Knocking out Su loci becomes more complicated in
polyploid crops such as wheat; however, CRISPR-Cas can be
used to simultaneously target multiple homologues (copies of a
gene present on the multiple copies of the genome). Indeed,
wheat resistance to different diseases has been improved by
knocking out Su genes using CRISPR/Cas. For example, wheat
lines resistant to powdery mildew were generated by
simultaneous targeting of all three homologues of MLO33

and Enhanced disease resistance 135 in bread wheat via CRISPR-
Cas9. Interestingly, the resistant plants showed improved yield-
related traits, demonstrating an opportunity to enhance yield
to achieve the zero hunger goal by developing disease-resistant
plants via CRISPR technology.
Researchers have also used CRISPR-Cas to modify pathogen

genes that facilitate pathogen growth in the host. For example,
to control the spread of rice blast and false smut disease, fungal
genes such as ALB1 (ALBINA 1), RSY1,36 USTA, and
UvSLT2,37 have been knocked out via CRISPR-Cas to improve
resistance against the targeted pathogen in rice (Table S1).
Another approach for engineering virus resistance involves

using CRISPR-Cas systems to target the viral genome directly;
different Cas variants can target DNA or RNA viral genomes.
For example, CRISPR-Cas-mediated resistance against Wheat
dwarf virus was achieved in barley (Hordeum vulgare) by
disrupting the replication of the geminivirus.38 Moreover,
disease resistance of other grain crops and fruit and vegetable
crops, such as tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), cucumber
(Cucumis sativus), watermelon (Citrullus lanatus), and other
citrus crops, has been improved by modifying host Su genes or
by disrupting the genome of the pathogens via CRISPR-Cas
(Table S1).
Engineering biotic stress tolerance holds substantial promise

for increasing disease resistance and thus decreasing crop
losses. For example, direct targeting of viral genomes by
CRISPR-Cas may provide flexible, durable resistance. How-
ever, strategies targeting Su genes require time-consuming
identification of Su genes for the specific crop-pathogen
interaction; advances in genomics technologies may accelerate
this identification. Moreover, additional research will be
necessary to limit growth-defense trade-offs for engineered
disease resistance.

Improvement of Abiotic Stress Tolerance via CRISPR-
Cas. In addition to biotic stresses, plants face different abiotic
stresses, including temperature, salinity, heavy metals, and
drought, which arrest crop growth and cause significant,
sometimes devastating, yield losses worldwide. Some plant
genes enhance the deleterious effects of abiotic stresses, known
as sensitivity genes (Se genes). Genome editing strategies,
particularly CRISPR-Cas, have been used in several plant
species, including grain, vegetable, and fruit crops, to improve
abiotic stress tolerance by disrupting these Se genes (Table
S2).39

For example, B-Amylase (BMY) genes are involved in cold
tolerance in rice. They regulate starch degradation and the
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accumulation of maltose to protect against cold stress. BMY
function is compromised by binding a cold-responsive R2R3-
type MYB transcription factor OsMYB30, together with
OsJAZ9, to the promoter regions of BMY genes. Researchers
used CRISPR-Cas to disrupt OsMYB30 and thus generated
cold-tolerant rice lines.40 The Drought and Salt Tolerance
(DST) gene was mutated in indica rice cv. MTU1010 by using
the CRISPR-Cas9 system. Mutant lines carrying a 366-bp
deletion in the coding sequence were resistant to drought,
osmotic, and salinity stresses due to a reduction in stomatal
density and broadened leaf area for better water retention and
light-use efficiency.41

Soils polluted with heavy metals such cadmium,42 arsenic,
etc. pose a serious threat to plant health; moreover, metals can
accumulate in the grain, posing a risk to human health (Figure
3b). However, plants can be grown safely in contaminated soil
by stopping the heavy metal transporter genes through
CRISPR-Cas gene editing. For example, editing the cadmium42

transporter gene Natural Resistance-Associated Macrophage
Protein 5 (OsNRAMP5) in the rice by CRISPR-Cas system
decreased the accumulation of Cd and improved plant growth
and development under Cd stress conditions.43

In maize, researchers have disrupted the Auxin-Regulated
Gene Involved in Organ Size 8 (ARGOS8) via CRISPR-Cas9
improved drought tolerance.44 CRISPR-based editing of
orthologues Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase 3 (SlMAPK3)
and Agamous-Like 6 (SlAGL6) increases tomato sensitivity to
heat stress, and ADP-ribosylation factor 4 (SlARF4) increases
sensitivity to salinity stresses. These CRISPR-edited mutant
plants showed resistance against abiotic stresses and improved
agronomic traits.45 Several applications of CRISPR-Cas for
developing plant tolerance to abiotic stresses are summarized
in Table S2. Besides, to the best of our literature search, we did
not find any application of the CRISPR-Cas system for the
improvement of abiotic stress tolerance in wheat. Thus,
research on wheat genome editing by CRISPR-Cas to generate
abiotic stress-tolerant high-yielding wheat lines may improve
the level of food security and help to achieve zero hunger.
In addition to directly targeting crops, farmers use herbicides

to reduce competition from weeds for light, water, and
nutrients. Therefore, herbicide-tolerant crops have proven very
useful for modern agriculture. In the past, generating a new
herbicide-tolerant cultivar required transgenic technology or
extensive mutagenesis. Recently, CRISPR-Cas9 base editing
and prime editing systems were used to edit Acetolactate
Synthase 1 (ZmALS1) and ZmALS2 and improved herbicide
tolerance in maize.46 In rice, the fusion of Cas9 endonuclease
and VirD2 facilitates the OsALS gene cleavage, and
simultaneous HDR-mediated repair of the OsALS gene showed
herbicide resistance in rice.47 Similarly, precise nicking of the
OsALS gene and HDR-mediated repair using prime editing
technology has also increased herbicide resistance in rice.48

Moreover, herbicide tolerance was improved in oilseed rape
(Brassica napus) and tomato crops by editing ALS1 via the
CRISPR-based gene-editing system.
Moreover, natural disasters like floods regularly limit crop

yields.49 Although rice is known as a flood-tolerant crop, it is
remarkably affected by floods. We did not find any examples of
the application of CRISPR-based editing for developing flood-
tolerant rice or any other crop varieties. However, the
introgression of Submergence 1 A-1 (SUB1A-1) in high-yielding
rice varieties via marker-assisted breeding generated sub-
mergence-tolerant varieties.50 Therefore, we propose the

introduction of such genes, i.e., SUB1A-1, Trehalose-6-
Phosphate Phosphatase-7 (TPP7), Shikimate Kinase 1 (SK1),
SK2, and Semi-Dwarf ing 1 (SD1), via a CRISPR-based gene
knock-in system may improve submergence tolerance in crops
(Figure 3f).

Improvement of Grain Yield and Plant Architecture
via CRISPR-Cas. Grain yield traits in plants are complex.
Grain yield is controlled by quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that
affect 1000-grain weight (including grain size), number of
grains per panicle, number of florets per panicle, and number
of panicles per plant. Currently, 19 QTLs that determine grain
size have been cloned and characterized in rice.51 Among
them, few significant QTLs, such as OsGS3 (which encodes a
Gγ-subunit of heterotrimeric G-protein) and GL3.1 (which
encodes a putative serine/threonine phosphatase OsPPKL1
with a kelch-like repeat domain), negatively regulate grain size
and thus impact grain yield. CRISPR-based editing of OsGS3
and OsGL3.1 improved grain size, which ultimately increased
the 1000-grain weight and overall yield per plant in rice
(Figure 3e).51 Multiplex gene editing of three genes (GS3,
GW2, and Gn1a) also improved grain yield in edited plants
compared with wild type.52 In another study, OsPIN5b (which
controls panicle length), GS3, and OsMYB30 (which regulates
drought tolerance in rice), were knocked out simultaneously
with CRISPR-Cas9 and generated high-yielding drought-
resistant rice lines.
In addition to the disruption of genes involved in grain size,

CRISPR-Cas has been used to improve plant architecture (i.e.,
plant height, flag leaf area, leaf angle, tiller angle, leaf length,
internodal distance, number of tillers, inflorescence structure,
root growth, and structure, etc.) by knocking out certain
undesirable genes or their transcription factor regulators
(Figure 3g,h). Short-stature rice plants have been generated
by editing SLR1, encoding a DELLA protein (Figure 3h).53

Likewise, CRISPR/Cas9 based targeted disruption of
Carotenoid Cleavage Dioxygenase 7 (CCD7) exhibited a striking
increase in tillering, combined with a reduced height, which
could be rescued by application of the synthetic strigolactone
(SL) analogue GR24.54 A rice double mutant was generated by
multiplex gene editing of the microRNA genes MIR396e and
MIR396f, and it showed increased grain yield and flag leaf area
by increasing the level of mevalonic acid, a precursor of the
plant hormone gibberellin.55 Moreover, CRISPR-based editing
of a gene encoding a cytokinin-activation enzyme, OsLOGL5,
negatively regulates root growth, tiller number, and increased
rice yield.56

Pod shattering in grain crops is also an important issue that
poses serious threats to crop yield. Recently, qSH1 was
mutated via CRISPR-Cas9 and generated shattering-resistant
rice lines. Hybrids developed from homozygous lines
generated by CRISPR gene editing showed higher yields
than their parental lines and wild-type plants.57

In other grain, vegetable, and fruit crops, disruption of the
genes (i.e., TaGS5-3A, TaCKX2-D1, TaDEP1, TaGASR7,
TaLOX2, TaNAC2, TaPIN1, TaGW2, TaGLW7, TaGW2,
TaGW8, HvCKX1, SlCLV3, SlENO, etc.) that negatively
regulate yield and yield-related traits has also significantly
improved yield (Table S3).

Improvement of Photosynthesis via CRISPR-Cas. Plant
scientists have been working for decades to improve the
photosynthesis of crops for better production, i.e., enhancing
flag leaf area, increasing the capacity of CO2 absorption,
reducing photorespiration, and increasing flux through the
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Figure 4. Applications of CRISPR-based gene editing systems in developing plant breeding materials. (a) Induction of male sterility; development
of male-sterile lines (e.g., rice) by editing TMS5 will save time, money, and energy for developing hybrids via the two-line hybrid system. (b)
Fixation of hybrid vigor; editing MiMe helped in fixing hybrid vigor in subsequent generations of hybrid seeds. (c) Haploid induction; for example,
in rice, editing MATRILINEAL (MTL), DMP, and Centromere histone H3 (CENH3) via the CRISPR-Cas system produced haploids that can be
used in further breeding programs to develop high-yielding cultivars. (d) Development of climate-resilient varieties; Su/Se genes can be targeted via
the CRISPR-Cas system and varieties resistant to various environmental stresses can be generated (see Figure 2a−c). (e) De novo domestication;
simultaneously targeting multiple genes related to different traits can improve wild crops more rapidly and efficiently. De novo domestication of
food crops via the CRISPR-Cas system can support the world to achieve SDG2. (f) Gene pyramiding/stacking; the CRISPR-Cas based gene
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Calvin cycle.58 Due to its key role in plant growth and
development, grain and fruit yield, and biomass production,
photosynthesis has also been improved via CRISPR-based
gene editing (Figure 3d). For example, CRISPR-based editing
of Negative Regulator of Photosynthesis 1 (NRP1), a tran-
scription factor-like gene that regulates the expression of genes
involved in photosynthesis, improved rice photosynthetic
efficiency, grain yield, and biomass production.59

One key target for the improvement of photosynthesis is
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), a
key CO2-fixing enzyme that regulates the rate of photosyn-
thesis in plants. However, Rubisco activity is limited due to its
meager catalytic rate (kcat), a poor affinity for CO2 (Kc), and
specificity for CO2 (Sc/o) under the current environmental
conditions. It is composed of large (52-kDa) and small (14−
15-kDa) subunits that are encoded by a single gene (RbcL) in
the chloroplast genome and a multigene family (RbcS) in the
nucleus, respectively. Generally, Rubisco shows a lower kcat in
C3 plants as compared to C4 plants. Recently, researchers
disrupted the RbcS multigene family in rice (a C3 plant) and
replaced its RbcS machinery with RbcS from the C4 plant
sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) via the CRISPR-Cas system. The
resulting rice plants showed not only an improved photo-
synthetic rate equivalent to that of C4 plants but also increased
crop productivity. Homozygous mutant plants presented
higher kcat, higher Kc, and lower Sc/o.

60 Researchers have
aimed to engineer other aspects of C4 metabolism in C3 crops
recently reviewed in ref 61.
Researchers have improved the photosynthetic machinery of

diploid crop plants and that of polyploid crops by using the
CRISPR-Cas system. For instance, multiple rbcS homologues
(rbcS_S1a, rbcS_S1b, and rbcS_T1) were simultaneously
knocked out in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum), a tetraploid
model crop, and the mutant plants showed a high photo-
synthetic rate as compared with wild-type plants.62 Hence, the
CRISPR-based gene editing system can be used to engineer
diploid and polyploid species with highly efficient photo-
synthetic systems.
Improvement of Nutrient Use Efficiency via CRISPR-

Cas. The widespread use of fertilizers increased yield in the
Green Revolution but also increased costs and environmental
pollution due to fertilizer runoff. The development of crops
with greater nutrient use efficiency (NUE) will reduce the
fertilizers’ consumption and improve farmers’ profits and
decrease pollution. Improved NUE could be achieved by
increased uptake of nutrients from the soil, more efficient use
and transport of nutrients in plants, and increased plant growth
and productivity. Some genes downregulate nutrient uptake
and thus negatively impact NUE in plants.

Researchers have engineered crops for enhanced NUE,
which improved the transport of nutrients, nutrient use,
growth, and productivity.63 For instance, the rice nitrate
transporter gene NRT1.1B was edited via the CRISPR-based
cytosine base editing system (CBE), and the resulting mutant
showed improved NUE compared with wild-type rice.53 The
CBE generated a C→ T substitution in NRT1.1B and changed
the Thr amino acid present at position 327 into Met. In
addition, mutants carrying NRT1.1B insertions/deletions also
showed higher NUE than wild-type rice plants. Conceivably,
the NUE of other cereal, vegetable, and fruit crops could be
improved via CRISPR-based systems to enhance crop
productivity.

Improvement of Grain Quality via CRISPR-Cas. Overall
grain quality is measured in terms of cooking and eating
qualities, nutritional value, physical appearance, and milling
traits. The amylose content determines the cooking and eating
quality of the grain, and amylose biosynthesis is regulated by
the granule-bound starch synthase 1 (GBSS1) enzyme,
encoded by the Waxy gene. Researchers have generated elite
rice64 and maize65 lines with low amylose content by
disrupting GBSS1 with CRISPR-Cas9. Similarly, editing
Isoamylase 1 (ISA1), which encodes an isoamylase-type
debranching enzyme, via CRISPR-Cas generated rice lines
with low amylose content and editing Starch Branching Enzyme
I (SBEI) and SBEIIb generated rice lines with high amylose
content.66

Another approach for improving human nutrition is the
biofortification of grain and other crops. For example, Golden
Rice is enriched with carotenoids due to the knock-in of the
genomic cassettes Golden Rice 1 (GR1) and GR2 via
CRISPR-Cas system.67 Similarly, the quality of other cereal,
vegetable, and fruit crops has also been improved via knock-in
or knockout system of the CRISPR-Cas tool (Table S3).

4. APPLICATIONS OF CRISPR-CAS IN PLANT
BREEDING

CRISPR-based genome editing systems have revolutionized
plant breeding. The development of breeding materials has
become more efficient and robust with CRISPR-Cas systems in
multiple ways (Figure 4). Here, we summarize some popular
applications of CRISPR-Cas systems in plant breeding.

Induction of Male Sterility. Hybrid plants can show
substantial hybrid vigor (also termed heterosis), producing
higher yields and having other improved agronomic character-
istics. However, commercial-scale hybrid seed production is
tedious as it is difficult to restrict the self-pollination of the
female parent to eliminate homozygous seeds. One efficient
and effective way to prevent self-pollination is using male-
sterile maternal lines. Recently, thermogenic male sterility was

Figure 4. continued

editing system allows for the stacking of multiple desired/beneficial mutated alleles/genes on one chromosome via homology-directed repair
(HDR). (g) Manipulating self-incompatibility; editing S-locus genes via the CRISPR-Cas system can generate self-compatible plant species. (h)
Chromosomal translocation; CRISPR-Cas system allows chromosomal engineering via nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). This system can help
to improve crop productivity and to achieve food security by knock-in or knockout a set of genes together. (i) Interspecies cross compatibility;
usually, subspecies are not compatible for crossing with each other. The CRISPR-Cas system can be utilized to break these barriers. (j) De novo
speciation; for example, we speculate that editing MiMe in normal plants that produce haploid (1n) gametes will cause arrest of spindle fibers and
will generate diploid (2n) gametes. Then, a new species can be generated from a CRISPR-Cas edited plant after its self-ing (2n + 2n = 4n) or its
backcrossing with a wild type (2n + 1n = 3n). The concept of de novo speciation will be helpful in increasing the ploidy level of crops for improving
their vegetative growth. Therefore, it can be more successful in vegetatively propagated horticultural crops and can equally be helpful in achieving
SDG2.
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developed by knocking out TMS5 in rice (Figure 4a).68

Likewise, TaNP1, which encodes a putative glucose-methanol-
choline oxidoreductase and regulates tapetum development
and pollen exine formation in wheat, was knocked out at three
homeologous loci using the CRISPR-Cas system and resulted
in male-sterile wheat plants.69 Further case studies describing
the role of the CRISPR-Cas system in induction of genic male
sterility are summarized in Table S4.
Fixation of Hybrid Vigor. Fixation of hybrid vigor

through apomixis is a cost-effective approach for maintaining
hybrid lines. In this approach, plants generate seeds that are
clones of the maternal parent. Heterosis was fixed through the
mitosis instead of meiosis (MiMe) system in rice by
simultaneous editing of four genes, OsPAIR1 (involved in
the abolishment of meiotic recombination), OsREC8 (which
facilitates the separation of sister chromatids in the first meiotic
division), OsOSD1 (involved in skipping of the second meiotic
division), and OsMTL (involved in fertilization) (Figure 4b).
Simultaneous editing of these genes resulted in the fixation of
the hybrid vigor, and resultant plants were propagated clonally
through seed.70

Another example in rice is the CRISPR-Cas mediated
ectopic expression of Baby Boom1 to speed up embryogenesis
in egg cells of MiMe rice. Parthenogenesis in the egg cells
resulted in progeny identical to the female parent.71 In another
study, clonal diploid embryos were generated by knocking out
OsMTL and OsMiMe genes in rice, which leads to paternal
genome elimination after fertilization and fixation of hybrid
vigor.72 The hybrid seeds produced through these technologies
are not commercialized yet due to lower germination rates of
the haploid seeds and pollen viability issues. Other such
examples relating to hybrid fixation in various crops are
summarized in Table S4.
Haploid Induction. Doubled haploid technology is used to

stabilize the genetic architecture of inbred lines by the second
generation compared to the six to eight generations it would
take with conventional repeated self-pollination. In rice,
haploid induction was successfully exploited by knocking out
OsMTL (which encodes a pollen-specific phospholipase) using
the CRISPR-Cas system with a 2−6% haploid induction rate
(Figure 4c).73 Recent studies have uncovered the mechanism
underlying the elimination of uniparental chromosomes after
fertilization, which is due to spermatid chromatin fragmenta-
tion, leading to haploid induction.74 In another study, the
maize gene Centromeric Histone3 (CENH3) was mutated
through the CRISPR-Cas system to produce maternal
haploids. Knockout of this gene leads to paternal genome
elimination and haploid induction through disrupted kinet-
ochore nucleation and spindle attachment during mitosis and
meiosis.75 The CRISPR-Cas system has been exploited for
haploid induction in wheat, maize, rice, and Arabidopsis
thaliana by targeting different genes, as listed in Table S4, and
the process is illustrated in Figure 4c.
De Novo Domestication of Crop Wild Relatives and

Orphan Crops. De novo domestication helps harvest the
benefits of crop wild relatives and orphan crops, which are
potent sources of biotic and abiotic stress resistance and have
rich nutritional value.76 Traditional crop domestication
consumes hundreds of years; the CRISPR system has allowed
plant breeders to fast track the domestication of crops through
targeted modification of multiple loci. The multiplex genome
editing (MGE) platforms have further increased the speed of
de novo domestication. For example, wild African rice landraces

are excellent sources of biotic and abiotic stress resistance and
have better nutritional profiles than cultivated rice. The MGE
platform was used for simultaneous editing of four genes, High-
Tillering Dwarf1 (HTD1), GS3, GW2, and GN1A, to accelerate
the domestication of the African rice landraces (Figure 4e).52

Recently, the wild rice species Oryza alta was domesticated
into cultivated rice by targeting A1An-1, An-2/LAB, GAD1/
RAE2, qSH1, Sh4, OsLG1, Rc, Bh4, GW5/GSE5/qSW, OsSD1,
OsGS3, and PROG1 via a CRISPR-Cas mediated MGE system.
Interestingly, mutant plants showed improved traits related to
awn length, shattering resistance, panicle shape, pericarp color,
hull color, grain width, plant height, grain size, and tiller
angle.77 De novo domestication was also exploited in an orphan
crop ground cherry (Physalis pruinosa) by targeting multiple
genes related to flower production, fruit size, and plant
architecture for increased adaption and consumer accept-
ability.78 These studies highlight the significance of CRISPR-
aided de novo domestication of orphan crops and crop wild
relatives to achieve global food security.

Gene Pyramiding/Stacking. Studies of CRISPR-Cas
mediated gene knock-in, gene translocation, and inversion of
different chromosomal sections pave the way for pyramiding
desirable genes in a crop variety. Gene knock-in via CRISPR-
Cas system is less explored in plants; however, certain
examples exist in animals. Gene knock-in in monkeys was
produced by insertion of the mCherry gene under the control
of the Actb promotor (as it is highly expressed in most tissues/
cells). The resultant mutants showed increased mCherry
expression in blastocysts.79 Similarly, gene knock-in was also
performed for the luciferase gene in the green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.80

The inversions and translocations that have naturally
occurred during evolution have silenced many essential genes
whose functions can be regained through CRISPR-Cas
mediated inversions of large chromosomal sections.81

CRISPR-Cas system is also helpful in the marker-free gene
insertion in plants to combat biotic and abiotic stresses and
enhance nutritional quality.67 These examples highlight the
utility of CRISPR-Cas system for pyramiding desirable genes
(e.g., disease resistance genes) in a crop plant, as illustrated in
Figure 4f.

Manipulating Self-Incompatibility. Plants have evolved
self-incompatibility to prevent self-fertilization; manipulation
of this mechanism will enhance plant breeding or potentially
prevent self-fertilization in the production of hybrid lines. Self-
compatibility may be modified via breaking self-incompatibility
to develop inbred lines for exploitation of hybrid vigor and
inducing self-incompatibility to develop lines for exploiting
heterosis and production of seedless fruits through partheno-
carpy. Rice plants become sterile at high temperatures, which
may be manipulated to knockout self-incompatibility-inducing
genes for better production at higher temperatures (Figure
4g).82

The self-incompatibility of potato was overcome by
knocking out the S-RNase locus, which inhibits the elongation
of self-pollen tubes via degradation of self-RNA and induces
gametophytic self-incompatibility. The resultant mutant lines
were self-fertile.83 S-receptor kinase and M-locus protein kinase,
which are responsible for sporophytic self-incompatibility, were
disrupted through CRISPR-Cas system to overcome self-
incompatibility in cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. capitata) and
oilseed rape.84 By contrast, self-incompatibility was restored by
disrupting Farnesyl Pyrophosphate Synthase 2 to develop
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efficient hybrid breeding systems and trigger parthenocarpy for
the development of seedless citrus.85

De Novo Speciation. The availability of MGE platforms
and the potential of polyploidy induction through CRISPR-
Cas system have highlighted the possibility for developing
novel species. It is well established that polypoid crops have
more potential as compared to diploid species, i.e., wheat,
cotton, etc.86 CRISPR-Cas technology may be used for de novo
speciation via induction of polyploidy in diploid species
through disruption of meiosis and production of diploid
gametes, which would combine to form tetraploid zygotes, and
even higher levels of ploidy could be achieved (Figure 4j).
Other Breeding Technologies. The hybrids between the

rice subspecies O. sativa and O. japonica are sterile. The leading
cause of male sterility is structural and copy number variation
among subspecies at the Sc locus. The japonica allele, Sc-j,
contains a pollen-essential gene that encodes a DUF1618-
domain protein. In contrast, the indica allele, Sc-i, contains two
or three copies of 28-kb tandem duplicated segments, each
possessing the Sc-j homologue under the transcriptional
control of different promoters. In Sc-j/Sc-i hybrids, the high
expression of the Sc-i gene in the sporophytic cells as compared
to that of Sc-j causes selective abortion of Sc-j pollen. As a
result, the transmission ratio of alleles of both subspecies is
disrupted. CRISPR-Cas technology can rescue the trans-
mission ratio of both genetic backgrounds by knocking out one
or two of the three copies of the Sc-i alleles, thereby resulting in
fertile hybrids of Sc-j pollen-donating parents (Figure 4i).
These findings support the role of the CRISPR-Cas system in
breaking gene-dosage-dependent hybrid incompatibility be-
tween distantly related genotypes.87 Similarly, the breakage of
hybrid incompatibility between the Asian (O. japonica and O.
indica) and African rice (O. glaberrima) subspecies has been
performed by knocking out an allele of the peptidase-like
protein gene OgTPR1 at the S1 locus. Interestingly, the fertility
of the resultant hybrid was restored.88

CRISPR-Cas technology can also play essential roles in
chromosomal rearrangements to break linkage drag and
facilitate the stacking of beneficial genes to create near-
isogenic lines rapidly. A recent study produced a 75.5-Mb
inversion in the second chromosome of maize through
CRISPR-Cas9.81 Similar CRISPR-Cas system applications
can be seen in rice, wheat, and other food crops in which
beneficial genes (or QTLs) can be stacked at a desired
chromosome (Figure 4h). Related studies are summarized in
Table S4.

5. MULTIPLEX GENOME EDITING

Genomes can be edited in multiple ways using CRISPR-Cas
based gene editing systems (Figure S3). The MGE system
offers targeted editing of multiple genes without discrim-
ination.89 Multiple genes, i.e., members of a gene family,
homeo-alleles in polyploid plants, genes related to different
traits, multiple alleles of the same gene, etc., can be targeted
simultaneously. Several guide-RNAs (gRNAs) are combined to
form a gene construct; however, each gRNA carries its own
promoter and makes edits on targeted regions of selected
genes (Figure S3). It is evident from previous literature that
multiple genomic regions can be deleted or replaced with
multiplex genome editing. MGE is used for stacking multiple
traits, molecular farming, metabolic engineering, and control-
ling regulatory pathways.90

MGE was used in different crops to develop climate-resilient
and nutritionally enhanced crop plants to combat climate
change, ensure food security, and achieve the zero hunger goal.
In Brassica napus, MGE was used to enhance resistance against
the pathogenic fungus Sclerotinia sclerotiorum by knocking out
two copies of BnWRKY11 and four copies of BnWRKY70
(these genes enhance disease susceptibility due to the
production of more sugars at the infection site). Editing
BnWRKY70 enhanced resistance to S. sclerotiorum, whereas
editing of BnWRKY11 showed nonsignificant results.91

Similarly, MGE was exploited in tomato to enhance the
lycopene concentration. Five genes involved in the metabolic
pathway for lycopene synthesis, i.e., geranylgeranyl pyrophos-
phate synthase (GGPPS), z-carotene isomerase (ZISO), 1-deoxy-
D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase (DXS), glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate (G3P), and phytoene desaturase (PDS), were targeted
simultaneously. The resulting mutants showed increased
production of lycopene.92 Some other practical examples of
MGE systems are summarized in Table S5.

6. BIOETHICS AND RISK ASSESSMENT OF
CRISPR-CAS DERIVED CROPS

Despite significant contributions toward developing climate-
resilient crops, ethical debates on the commercial release and
consumption of CRISPR-Cas edited products are ongoing.
The creation of mutations without the incorporation of foreign
DNA and the generation of transgene-free plants via CRISPR-
Cas gene editing system reduce the ethical concerns and
increase the socio-ecological acceptability of CRISPR
crops.12,39 For example, transgene-free powdery mildew-
resistant tomato plants were generated through disruption of
SlMlo1 using the CRISPR-Cas system. The authors then
carried out whole-genome sequencing and found that the
mutants did not have any traces of foreign DNA compared to
traditional genetically modified organisms (GMOs), and no
off-target edits were observed.93 More recently, thermosensi-
tive genic male-sterile rice mutants lacking any residual transfer
DNA (T-DNA) were also developed.68 Likewise, many studies
have reported that gene-edited crops are transgene-free, hence
lessening the ethical concern about their safety in this
perspective (Tables S1−S3).
However, off-target editing remains a significant concern,

which has hampered the wider acceptability of gene-edited
crops, although the frequency of off-target editing is negligible
(below 1%).94 The presence of many identical target sites
within a genome can lead the Cas9 endonuclease to the wrong
location, resulting in off-target mutations. Therefore, to
establish strong public trust and wider acceptability of
CRISPR-Cas edited crops, regulatory authorities need to
improve the predictability of off-target modifications and
further understand their possible deleterious effects.95 More-
over, with advances in sequencing technology, whole-genome
sequencing of parent and edited lines can reveal any off-target
mutations.
Gene flow is another serious concern limiting the adoption

of CRISPR-Cas edited crops. Genetic migration of the edited
gene sequence or off-target mutations from the CRISPR-Cas
edited species to a wild-type species may lead to environmental
consequences. For example, the transfer of a CRISPR-Cas
edited drought-tolerance gene from rice to another grass
species may result in the evolution of a noxious weed.
However, no such case has been reported yet.96 Another
potential risk associated with CRISPR-Cas is the persistence of
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Cas activity in subsequent generations.97 Residual presence of
Cas could cause an unintended mutation in a genetically stable
line that may be toxic. The persistence of Cas activity in
subsequent generations (T3) was observed in a study in
Arabidopsis.98

As far as the risk assessment and toxicity studies are
concerned, bioinformatics-based tools are used to detect the
potential off-target effects of CRISPR-Cas based systems by
comparing the sequences of the gRNA with the reference
genomes. Scientists should conduct whole-genome sequencing
of CRISPR-Cas derived crops to identify any off-target
mutations. To deal with persistent Cas activity, plasmid-free
integration approaches for delivery of gRNA and Cas may be
used, i.e., viral-based expression systems and delivery of
preassembled gRNA:Cas complexes to plant tissues.47,99

Advancements in bioinformatics should devise efficient
algorithms/platforms to detect the homologous and non-
homologous off-target changes for efficient characterization
and risk assessment studies.100

7. REGULATION OF CRISPR-CAS EDITED CROPS

There is a worldwide debate concerning the regulation of gene-
edited crops. However, at present, the regulation of gene-
edited crops varies across different jurisdictions (Table S6).39

There are two major models for the regulation of gene-edited
crops (Figure 5). The first model regulates the process for

obtaining the crop, which is implemented in Europe, India,
New Zealand, and Australia. This model states that the
products of new breeding techniques will be regulated based
on the process used for their development. In doing so, gene-
edited crops are put under the strict regulatory framework
followed for GMOs. The second, less stringent regulation
model is focused on the end-product rather than the process
used for the development of gene-edited crops. This model is
followed in the U.S., Argentina, and Canada, which is focused
on the novelty of the trait into question on a case-by-case basis
irrespective of the technology used for its development. This
model has provisions for the registration of gene-edited crops
as non-GMO if the end-product is free from any foreign DNA
(Table S3).101

The process-based regulation of gene-edited crops across
various countries is hampering their advancement, i.e., in the
European Union, because multinational research-focused
companies are shifting their business to the countries which
have end-product-based regulation, i.e., the U.S.102 Various
European Union countries, i.e., Sweden and France, have
voiced their disapproval about the process-based regulatory
framework.103 Recently, the French Agriculture Minister,
Julien Denormandie, in an interview with Reuters at the
Agriculture Ministry in Paris, France, stated that we see the
crops developed through gene editing as different than the
GMOs, in contrast to the European Union decision to put
these crops under strict GMO regulation (https://www.

Figure 5. Illustration of the global regulatory overview of genome editing (CRISPR) systems. A comparison between product- and process-based
regulation of CRISPR crops. GM, genetically modified; GMO, genetically modified organism.
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reuters.com/article/france-agriculture-gmo/france-backs-non-
gmo-regulation-for-crop-gene-editing-in-eu-idINL8N2JT4A3).
Major economies, i.e., the U.S. and Canada, have already
regulated gene-edited crops differently than that for GMOs,
and the European Union may be on the verge of changing its
regulatory strategy. In China, a commission was formulated in
2016 to prepare guidelines for the regulation of gene-edited
crops, which is still under debate. As far as R&D activities and
funding related to CRISPR projects are concerned, the world is
expecting a soft corner for GE crops by not putting them under
strict regulations.104 The developments in the regulation of
CRISPR-Cas edited crops in various parts of the world are
summarized in Table S6. These developments highlight the
bright future of gene-edited crops and show promise to achieve
the zero hunger goal.

8. FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Gene-editing technologies have revolutionized basic and
applied plant research. A series of advances, starting from
mega-nucleases to CRISPR-based prime editors, have been
made in gene-editing technologies (Figure 2a). CRISPR-based
precise gene-editing systems have generated several crop
varieties with improved agronomic traits and high nutritional
value. With the substantial potential for crop improvement and
its massive application in agriculture, we propose that CRISPR-
Cas technologies help us achieve SDG2 by the end of 2030.
In addition to applying the CRISPR-Cas system for crop

improvement against biotic and abiotic stresses and grain
quality enhancement, CRISPR-Cas technology has helped in
ideotyping crop varieties by improving the photosynthetic
efficiency and plant architecture in a short time to achieve zero
hunger and overcome malnutrition. In addition to nuclear
genes, hundreds of important genes that negatively regulate
plant respiration and photosynthesis are present in organelles,
including mitochondria and chloroplasts, containing their own
genomes. These genomes have immense potential for
engineering more efficient food crop varieties because they
have not been easy targets for OBTs. CRISPR-based genetic
manipulation of these genomes in targeted crops could
improve the photosynthetic machinery and, ultimately,
increase crop yield and biomass production. Meanwhile,
conversion of C3 food crops (wheat, rice, barley) into C4-
like plants (which have higher NUE and water use efficiency
and have higher rates of photosynthesis) could be achieved in
the near future using CRISPR-Cas technology.
In addition, the CRISPR-Cas system increases the prospect

of breeding crops more efficiently and more precisely to
achieve the zero hunger goal. The development of two-line
hybrids via CRISPR will not only save time but could also
increase yield several folds. The costs associated with growing a
segregating F2 population are very high. To fix this problem,
hybrid vigor can be maintained via CRISPR, which will
transform the development of hybrids and their breeding
programs. CRISPR’s role as a breeding tool in the develop-
ment of smart and efficient crops, i.e., development of climate-
resilient crops, induction of self-compatibility in economically
important food crops, and material preparation for developing
hybrids between species, could save a substantial amount of
time, money, and energy and ultimately allow us to meet the
global challenge of food security.
Natural selection has limitations in achieving the zero

hunger goal. It consumes many years to obtain desirable novel
traits. This can be overcome by the recent development of

CRISPR-Cas dependent directed evolution of targeted genes
to produce highly functional genes in much shorter times.105

CRISPR-Cas dependent directed evolution can also bypass
natural selection.106 This technology can be used to evolve
many essential plant genes to obtain high yield and achieve the
zero hunger goal.
Traditional crop domestication is a long process that can

take many years to make a crop suitable for cultivation. The
CRISPR-based MGE system can dramatically speed up this
process, as with the domestication of the African rice
landraces.52 In addition to major food crops, orphan crops,
such as millet (Panicum miliaceum), pigeon pea (Cajanus
cajan), cowpea (Vigna unguiculate), cassava (Manihot esculen-
ta), yam (Dioscorea sp.), etc., can also be easily modified
through MGE systems to boost the food supply. The de novo
domestication of these crops via CRISPR could allow them to
play larger roles in global food security and eradicate
malnutrition.
One of the key technologies that facilitate gene editing is

plant transformation. Despite significant developments in the
methods for delivering the CRISPR-Cas system into plant
genomes, researchers need to develop more efficient delivery
methods because the transformation efficiency is still low or
equal to zero in plant species with complex genomes such as
wheat, cotton, and Brassica species, etc. Additionally, CRISPR-
Cas based gene editing also requires tissue culture for
regeneration of plants from callus, which is time-consuming
and laborious. It may take six to 12 months to transform and
regenerate mutant plants of rice and tomato, even with well-
established protocols. The process may take several months for
wheat or cotton. In contrast, several plant species, such as chili
pepper (Capsicum frutescens), are still recalcitrant to tissue
culture techniques. Therefore, tissue culture-free genome-
editing systems, such as delivering gRNA via RNA virus-based
systems, are needed.107

CRISPR systems can target any form of genetic information
(DNA and RNA)99,108 and manipulate them in multiple ways,
including knockout, knock-in, gene activation or repression,
base editing, epigenome engineering, imaging, nuclear
rearrangements, etc. (Figure S3). The versatile nature of
these systems expands their scope of application in crop
improvement. In particular, with future optimization, dissect-
ing the complexity of epigenomes via CRISPR-Cas based gene-
editing systems will be a golden opportunity to understand and
control the biological processes happening in plants.
Despite being a favorite tool of researchers, CRISPR-Cas

technology is facing certain challenges related to the regulation
of its products in the market. One of the key issues is off-target
effects. Certain reports have stated off-target effects by
CRISPR systems,109 which may include toxic effects to the
products and raise safety concerns. Therefore, it is important
to develop more accurate and well-organized strategies such as
biased and unbiased off-target detection methods, gRNA
modification and engineering, improved Cas variants, efficient
methods of CRISPR system delivery, development of anti-
CRISPR proteins, and effective base-editing and prime editing
systems.110 Recently developed base-editing and prime editing
tools have proved to be less hazardous with almost negligible
off-target effects in plants and animals, thus facilitating the
development of risk-free GE food crops to achieve the global
zero hunger goal.25,48

In plants, numerous traits are controlled by multiple genes,
and phenotypes are the product of important and linked genes.
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Therefore, the development of advanced CRISPR-based
systems to translocate and insert large sections of a
chromosome or multiple genes (gene stacking and pyramiding,
respectively) would be advantageous for crop improvement in
a short period. If the disruption of a gene causes fitness
penalties and affects plant growth and development, further
advancements and precision genome editing are highly needed
to regulate the gene’s expression. Furthermore, the identi-
fication and characterization of novel genes for desirable
agronomic or nutritionally important traits are highly required
for making progress in crop production and overcoming food
insecurity.
In addition to the above-mentioned applications, CRISPR-

Cas systems may be repurposed for new applications, such as
editing the genomes for de novo speciation, editing
mitochondria and chloroplast genomes to improve photosyn-
thesis, producing submergence stress-resistant plants, and
other applications in the field of plant synthetic biology.
Moreover, CRISPR-Cas systems may also be utilized to
improve the speed of breeding. Furthermore, a comprehensive
list of positive and negative regulators of transcription factors is
recently published.111 The potential transcription factors can
be chosen and edited via CRISPR for the improvement of
crops. Altogether, CRISPR-Cas technology has certainly
revolutionized agriculture and plant biotechnology and will
bring a new green revolution to achieve the global goal of zero
hunger.
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